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NEW Turning Point USA Daily Show: 
Freedom Seeds With Isabel Brown 

 
 

PHOENIX, JAN. 27, 2021—Turning Point USA Contributor Isabel Brown is launching a new daily show 
called Freedom Seeds. The 1 minute long daily segment packs in quick and easy-to-understand wisdom 
that will arm viewers with seeds of truth in this culture war.  
 
In today’s media it can be overwhelming to sort through the fake news and the hidden agendas, that’s 
where Freedom Seeds comes in, to educate its audience and add to their arsenal of facts, knowledge and 
the TRUTH! 
 
“The most frequent question I get from students is where they can go to find facts—no opinion, bias, or 
narrative—just the truth. Freedom Seeds is our answer; a way for people to learn the data, statistics, and 
facts that determine reality in America today. My hope is that people take these facts out into the world 
with them, into their classroom conversations, political debates, and more.” 
 
 
Freedom Seeds will be posted daily at 10 AM PST. Viewers can find the Freedom Seeds on Instagram 
@theisabelbrown, Youtube, Twitter @theisabelb, and Facebook @theisabelbrown. The show will premiere 
on February 1st on all Turning Point USA social media platforms.  
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About Turning Point USA 
Turning Point USA is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization founded in 2012 by Charlie Kirk who was only 19 at the time. The organization’s 
mission is to identify, educate, train, and organize students to promote the principles of freedom, free markets, and limited 
government. Since its founding, Turning Point USA has embarked on a mission to build the most organized, active, and powerful 
conservative grassroots activist network on college campuses across the country. With a presence on over 2,000 college and high 
school campuses across the country, Turning Point USA is the largest and fastest-growing youth organization in America. 
 
Website | www.tpusa.com Twitter | @TPUSA 
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